Plan more flexibly, achieve goals faster
“Configure to Order” for assembled rails and enclosures
Let’s connect.

Klippon® Services
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Focus on your core business
“Configure to Order” enables short-term
delivery of assembled products

Orders on demand, tight deadlines and last-minute design changes are the results
of an increasing demand for individuality and shorter decision-making periods. To
ensure timely and error-free delivery in the face of this complexity, you need to be
able to rely on a partner that can keep pace with your short timeframes and that
can offer small batches economically.

With “Configure to Order”, we offer you assembly services
for the following product groups:

New:
Custom
is
enclosu ed
res

You want to increase the flexibility of your project business
while at the same time being able to plan reliably?
With our Klippon® Service “Configure to Order“ including „Fast Delivery
Service“, we offer you the advantages of quotations within minutes, flexible
made-to-order production and binding delivery times for individual assemblies.
The key to this performance is our Weidmüller Configurator (WMC), in
which you autonomously plan, document, enquire about and order your project
– 7 days a week, around the clock. Depending on the choice of service level
required, we assemble your component selection on the basis of your WMC file
within an agreed timeframe (4 days, 9 days or on request*) and then send it out
to you directly. If you prefer engineering in your familiar ECAD system, you simply
import your data records via the interface to the WMC and you can still define
your required service level for your project at a later stage.
Benefit from full data consistency and process digitalisation with your enquiries
and orders, giving you a decisive efficiency advantage for your planning. In order
to enable you to process smaller projects and individual requests economically as
well, you can place orders for quantities of one.

Klippon® Protect
Customised empty enclosures with
holes, threads or square cut-outs
based on your specifications,
optionally with add-on parts

Klippon® Connect
Assembled terminal strips
with “Fast Delivery Service”

Klippon® Connect + Klippon® Protect
Assembled enclosures with assembled rails
and add-on components such as cable glands
or sealing plugs

Efficiency-plus for your planning through process digitalisation

Plan in the
ECAD system

Request from
the WMC

Offer within
minutes

Order through direct
assignment of
item number

Ready for dispatch
within just a
few days

*timeframe from Germany
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Define your own delivery time thanks to “Configure to Order”
We give you the choice of three service levels
4-day Fast Delivery Service

Maximum delivery speed, selected product range
The ideal solution for the tightest timeframes
– The best solution for the necessary technical functions
and fast availability of terminal strips
– Orders from 1 to 30 units possible
– Ready for dispatch from Germany in 4 days

Available 24/7, including order
numbers for direct ordering

Our Weidmüller Configurator
(WMC) gives you access to the
“Configure to Order“ service.
You can import your ECAD
data directly here.

9-day Delivery Service

Broad range, dependable availability
Diverse options, also for short implementation phases
– The best solution for the necessary technical functions
and fast availability for empty and assembled enclosures
– Orders from 1 to 10 units possible
– Ready for dispatch from Germany in 9 days

Direct Offer Service

Individual configuration, direct offer
Unlimited selection for longer-term planning horizons

Request

Selection service level

Configure to Order
for assembled
products

Offer provided
in minutes

Assembly in
quantities of 1 or more
Ready-to-install assembly that meets
your individual specifications

Reliable
delivery
Depending on service level ready for
dispatch in 4 – 9 days from Germany

– Individual configuration for assembled rails and
for empty and assembled enclosures
– Delivery time on request
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Fast tracking planning processes effectively
Weidmüller Configurator (WMC) simplifies
configuration and ordering

The digital transformation is not an end in itself. It opens up new possibilities to
be able to fulfil the increasing number of individual market requests, more quickly
and more efficiently. When they are used intelligently, digital tools help us to
achieve more efficient use of resources, shorter delivery times, reduced costs and
reliable quality. We meet exactly this demand with our WMC, the leading digital
engineering tool for the selection, configuration and request of terminal rails,
enclosures, and mountable connection and automation components from the
Weidmüller range.
Simply plan digitally
By making use of end-to-end product data and standardised interfaces, the
software solution supports the complete planning process, from engineering with
your usual ECAD system right up to documentation. Features such as „Configure
to Order“ offer a significant efficiency-plus, by extending the Weidmüller
component portfolio through the addition of complementary services. Value
chains that are digitalised in this way are setting the course for the increasing
automation in panel building.
The choice is yours
The WMC supports you step-by-step as you select and configure your assembled
rails and now an extensive range of enclosures, including accessories.
You decide whether you want to carry out the complete configuration in WMC or
whether you want to import data sets from your ECAD system and, after making
final adjustments in the WMC, simply transfer them back again. Whichever way
you decide to go, you will benefit from centralised documentation that is always
up to date, you will avoid transmission errors and you will no longer have to share
your sensitive data with a third party. Using STEP, the universal 3D CAD exchange
format, you can now also export your WMC solution directly into your MCAD
system, ensuring complete data consistency in all your systems.

1. Complete configuration in the WMC

Three good reasons to start using the WMC now:
1. Secure and intuitive
Always current product data, the integrated plausibility check and the seamless
documentation ensure that you can rely 100 % on your configurations. The clear
3D realtime visualisation makes configuration significantly easier.
2. Convenient
Integrated interfaces facilitate the easy import and export of product data
between the WMC and all commonly-used engineering tools, such as
E³ or EPLAN electric P8.
3. Futureproof
The high quality product data and the standard export functions are preparing
the way for the increasing automation in panel building.

2. Data transfer between ECAD system and WMC

ECADSYSTEM
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Test it now!

Download the Weidmüller Configurator and enjoy the benefits of „Configure to Order“
www.weidmueller.com/wmc
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Weidmüller – Your partner in Industrial Connectivity
As experienced experts we support our customers and partners around the world
with products, solutions and services in the industrial environment of power,
signal and data. We are at home in their industries and markets and know the
technological challenges of tomorrow. We are therefore continuously developing
innovative, sustainable and useful solutions for their individual needs. Together we
set standards in Industrial Connectivity.

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstraße 16
32758 Detmold, Germany
T +49 5231 14-0
F +49 5231 14-292083
www.weidmueller.com

Personal support can
be found on our website:
www.weidmueller.com/contact

Made in Germany

Order number: 2591900000/04/2018/SMB

